
NEW FREE ADVENTURES WITH THREE DOCTORS!

THREE 
DOCTORS!
THREE AMAZING
NEW STORIES!
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it’s times like this I
find myself asking...

what sort of
companion am I?

THE TWELFTH
DOCTOR IN

THE BODY
ELECTRIC

it’s times like this I

find myself asking...

what sort of

companion am I?

these are 
the quartz 
wastes of
asmoray.

a 
stunning
natural 

phenomenon!

the 
entire 

planet is
a ball of
quartz, 
wrapped
around a 
copper 

core.

...

...

...in that I
fixed it up in the

bathroom.

so the
planet itself

transmitted the
signal you
picked up?

what 
else could

it be?

the place
is an uninhabited

wasteland.

uninhabited,
you said?

NOW...

yes, well, some of us
were born before
the internet was

invented.

look them up
when we get a

second. there are 
some similarities

to the monitor
on the

console.

a giant transmitter, just
like those homebuilt radios

you could make using
your taps.



ah yes!
berlin, 1945,

the last days of
hitler! just as

planned.

this is
piccadilly

circus,
doctor. ah yes!

piccadilly
circus, london,
2015! just as

planned.

stay,
arc! there’s

a good... thingy.
you’ll only

alarm
people.

and I
suppose you

won’t, dressed
like that.it’s an

ironic statement,
alice. or possibly
highly patriotic,

depending on
your subjective

leaning.

quiet, you two.
doctor-sense

tingling! I can hear
screaming.

art’s
wonderful,

innit?

excuse me,
young man. what’s

the palava?

the palava,
sir, is that free
comics and books
and audio files are
being given away
today... it’s all

anyone is
talking
about. and they

contain the
greatest

story ever
told!

the story
of zzagnar!

zzagnar?

freeloading
youth scum!
I want my

copy!

something’s
not right
about this.

everyone’s
reading...

comics, books,
magazines...



THE TENTH DOCTOR
LAUNDRO-ROOM OF DOOM

IN

“muddy.” well, it is... 
just not in 
the rainy 
season.

place 
is nothing 

but mud, far 
as the eye 
can see...

doctor, 
you told me it 
was as dry as 
a bone and as 
sunny as the 

sahara.

tardis 
overshot 
summer -- 

sorry.

I know a 
thing or two 
about laundry. 
there’s no way 

you’ll ever 
get this shirt

clean.

o ye 
of little 

faith!

this 
shirt is 
ruined...

strikes 
me this is 

the perfect 
time to show 
you how the 

tardis
laundry 
system 
works!

...that’s 
the trouble 

with the planet 
quompipping, 

Gabby -- it can get 
a bit muddy.


